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      Services    


          
        Unlike other machine suppliers, we take a hands-on approach to ensuring our clients get the most out of their machinery, from consultancy and expert engineering support to factory removals and installation.
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                  Advising on all that matters                

                
                  Consultancy                

              
              
                With vast industry experience across the globe, at Diecut Global, we are well positioned to advise on all matters associated with your machinery needs.

Managing Director, Steve Waterhouse has, for more than 20 years, supplied, purchased and installed machinery in the corrugated, carton packaging and display industries. He has also travelled extensively throughout Europe, the Far East and the United States gathering and nurturing industry contacts.
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      Valuations and Inspections    


    
      On your behalf, Diecut Global can carry out a valuation or appraisal of a machine, providing you with a full report on condition, likely reliability, suitability to your needs and value in context of the prevailing marketplace.

Perhaps you might need this for insurance or for feasibility reasons or maybe just to ensure that your current book valuations are accurate before disposal.

Before making any purchase or parts renewal decisions, it will likely benefit you to contact Diecut Global first for a valuation.
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      Machinery Purchase    


    
      Deciding on what makes the best value purchase and which machine is most suited to your needs can be a particularly daunting task.

	From the outset are you able to specify the exact requirement

of your intended solution?
	Do you know what is available presently on the market?
	Are you able to future proof your investment?
	Will what you’re looking at fit?
	How will I finance the machine?


If any of these questions are problems for you, we can help. At Diecut Global we can establish, through a thorough fact-find, your exact needs and match a machine (either new or pre-owned) to suit you best. We can then advise on the best route to finance the solution, providing a package that meets the requirements of your business.
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      Machinery Sale    


    
      In disposing with your present machine, you will naturally want to maximise the return and ensure that the dismantling and removal of the machine are managed so as to minimise your down-time.

	What’s it worth?
	How do I sell it?
	How do I maximise the return?
	How do I get paid?


At Diecut Global, we have world-wide contacts and therefore the capability to dispose of machinery on your behalf for the very best price and with our dismantling and removal service, we are able to ensure that the machine is removed with the least level of inconvenience.
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                  Engineering Support                

                
                  Expert engineering  support, customer  service is not a  department it’s  an attitude!                

              
              
                Diecut Global offer technical telephone support where customers can talk through any mechanical or electrical difficulties they may encounter.

Furthermore, we have a team of engineers ready to be dispatched to get your machinery in production again should the problem be more serious.

All our engineers are fully trained, and time served, highly skilled experts on all types and styles of diecutting machinery.

At Diecut Global, we know how important it is to have the peace of mind that when you get a problem the company that supplied the machinery also has the necessary support to get things back on track

              


                          
          

        

          

  


                        

  
          
        Giving you peace of mind      

      
        Engineering Support
Services      
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      Preventative Safety Checks    


    
      We specialise in maintaining all types of diecutting machinery and we offer an in depth, extensive safety check. You will then be provided with a clear and comprehensive report.

Diecut Global is a young progressive company that is set up quite differently to our competitors, we have a different mind-set and this is filtered down to all our staff. We are a streamlined proactive company and this is reflected in our rates and the quick efficient service we provide.

If you want to change service provider then you have found the company that will grow with your business.
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      Full in-house training    


    
      Diecut Global’s in-house training ensures that you get maximum productivity from your machine. Coupled with product specifications that ideally suit your needs, you can rest assured that Diecut Global has taken care of every aspect of your diecut machinery needs.

Due to the current Covid-19 situation we can only offer remote training.
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      Rapid breakdown response    


    
      Diecut Global’s in-house training ensures that you get maximum productivity from your machine. Coupled with product specifications that ideally suit your needs, you can rest assured that Diecut Global has taken care of every aspect of your diecut machinery needs.
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                  Experts in removing & relocating                

                
                  Factory Removals                

              
              
                Diecut Global are experts in the field of factory removals and factory relocations, with our personnel highly trained and experienced. We are able to provide a fleet of modern and regularly maintained vehicles and equipment.

Our team offer removal, installation and transport of all sizes and shapes of machinery throughout the UK and internationally.

We provide you with full machinery removal and machinery installation services as well as storage of the machinery. The machinery packaging is carried out in a safe working environment with the utmost care and attention is taken when packaging your equipment.

With our excellent knowledge in the machinery removal and factory relocation fields, you are able to rely on us to carry out any relocation or removal with respect for both your machines and property.

              


                          
          

        

          

  


                        

  
          
        Highly training and experienced      

      
        Factory Removal Services      
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      services include    


    
      	Commercial removals
	Containerising
	Factory removals
	Industrial removals
	Machinery export/import
	Machinery installations
	Machinery packaging
	Machinery relocation
	Machinery removals
	Machinery storage
	Packaging
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      	Crane lorries
	Flats
	Fork lift trucks
	Step frame trailers
	Versa lift truck
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                Looking to buy or sell equipment?              


              
                We don’t just supply brand new, we also offer a comprehensive used machinery service.
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            At Diecut Global, we never forget that our success as a business relies on the results that we achieve for our clients.

Our focus is entirely on the customer, whether you are in the corrugated, carton or point of sale/commercial printing industries, we will match you with the correct product from our range of machines.

            
              This site is protected by reCAPTCHA and the Google
              Privacy Policy and
              Terms of Service apply.
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        Request a callback      


              
          Request a callback and we’ll be in touch, usually within 24 hours.
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        Request a detailed presentation      


              
          Want to learn more about this machine or industry? Request a detailed presentation.
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        Enquire Now      


              
          Enquire online, usually we’ll be in touch within 24 hours to discuss your enquiry.
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